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Research paper

Application of the generalized nonlinear constitutive law
in 2D shear flexible beam structures
D. Mrówczyński1, T. Gajewski2, T. Garbowski3
Abstract: The paper presents a modified finite element method for nonlinear analysis of 2D beam structures. To
take into account the influence of the shear flexibility, a Timoshenko beam element was adopted. The algorithm
proposed enables using complex material laws without the need of implementing advanced constitutive models
in finite element routines. The method is easy to implement in commonly available CAE software for linear
analysis of beam structures. It allows to extend the functionality of these programs with material nonlinearities.
By using the structure deformations, computed from the nodal displacements, and the presented here generalized
nonlinear constitutive law, it is possible to iteratively reduce the bending, tensile and shear stiffnesses of the
structures. By applying a beam model with a multi layered cross-section and generalized stresses and strains to
obtain a representative constitutive law, it is easy to model not only the complex multi-material cross-sections,
but also the advanced nonlinear constitutive laws (e.g. material softening in tension). The proposed method was
implemented in the MATLAB environment, its performance was shown on the several numerical examples. The
cross-sections such us a steel I-beam and a steel I-beam with a concrete encasement for different slenderness
ratios were considered here. To verify the accuracy of the computations, all results are compared with the ones
received from a commercial CAE software. The comparison reveals a good correlation between the reference
model and the method proposed.
Keywords: generalized nonlinear constitutive law, finite element analysis, nonlinear materials, composite
structures, Timoshenko beam element
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1. Introduction
For decades a finite element (FE) analysis has been a popular method for modelling advanced
engineering problems. The FE models in comparison to the analytical ones have wider applicability
and universality, therefore it is often implemented in various modern engineering tools. Most civil
structures can be analysed using simple 2D beam or frame models without sacrificing the accuracy
of the results obtained with these simplified models. Therefore, majority of commercial software for
strength analyses of engineering structures use the beam, truss or frame finite elements formulation.
Nowadays, the developers of FE software more and more often provide their users new functions
extending its capabilities. Following this trend, the software often allows to include users’ material
or element subroutines tailored for particular needs. However, despite its popularity, they usually
allow only linear elastic analysis. In order to extend its functionality with nonlinear (material or
geometric) analyses through user subroutines the computational and / or material mechanics
expertise is required. A practical solution may be the use of classic beams and frames FE linear
solver extended with a simple implemented generalized nonlinear constitutive law (GNCL)
algorithm. This idea was first time mentioned by Mahin and Bertero in 1977 [13]. The idea of
dividing the cross-section into layers was then used to analyse the strength of reinforced concrete
columns. A similar approach was used by El-Tawil and Mirza [3, 14], where e.g. uni- and biaxial
bending strengths of composite short columns were analysed. In 1978, the layer model was used by
Rotter and Ansourian to analyse the behaviour of bending composite beams [18]. The theoretical
values were compared with the results obtained from the experiments, obtaining a good correlation.
In 1982, Łodygowski used generalized nonlinear constitutive law (GNCL) method for
geometrically and physically nonlinear analysis of beams and plane frames [11]. Later, Łodygowski
and Szumigała used the division into layers in a two-stage analysis of bending composite beams
[12]. In the first stage of the method, the cross-section is discretized and the constitutive law is
formulated in the form of bending moment-curvature relationship. In the second stage, the
constitutive law is adopted in the finite element nonlinear code. The two-stage approach was also
used by Szumigała [21] to analyse composite steel-concrete frame structures. In this case, the
constitutive law was formulated in the form of bending stiffness-curvature relationship. In 2019,
Grzeszykowski and Szmigiera used the GNCL method to compute the nonlinear longitudinal shear
distribution in composite steel-concrete beams [8].
The proposed method can have many applications in engineering computations regarding multi
material cross-sections. It can be used for strength analysis of engineering structures. An example of
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such application can be found in the paper of Farhan [4], where behaviour of concrete-filled steel
tube composite beams was experimentally tested. Also, the proposed method can be adopted as
a method of homogenization in cases, in which a cross-section composed of several materials is
used. One of such methods was proposed by Siwiński [19], where the cross-sections of reinforced
concrete elements were homogenized. Notice that when using composite structures, it is important
to ensure homogeneity in transferring the loads by material integrity. This problem was addressed
by Jayanthi [10] where the performance of different types of shear connectors in steel-concrete
composite construction was analysed. The GNCL method can be adopted in such cases, but also in
all kinds of beam or truss structure analyses. One of the examples is the work by Barszcz [2], in
which a multi-storey steel structure is analysed. Having in mind that for some complex structures or
materials, as examples discussed above, it is important to take into account the shear effect in the
finite element model, the paper presents the following method that takes into account the shear
forces.

2. Methods & materials
2.1. Normal and shear strains
The proposed method is embedded in the classical framework of FE analysis, see Fig. 1a. Here
beam and frame FE implemented in the small strains and deformations framework, loaded with
external forces and/or displacements are considered. Since the presented method is based on the
iterative change of the flexural and shear element stiffness, the nodal displacements in 𝑘-th iteration
𝑑 should be computed.
Classically, the global stiffness matrix is assembled by considering the stiffness matrices of all
elements. In the method proposed, the element stiffness is iteratively reduced during the analysis
due to deformations, namely, 𝜀 − normal strains, 𝛾 − shear strains and 𝜅 − curvature, which are
computed from the nodal displacements 𝑑, see Fig. 1a. Normal strain, 𝜀 is taken as the ratio of
an elongation Δ𝐿 to a beam length 𝐿, which takes the following form:

(2.1)

𝜀 =

Δ𝐿 𝑢 − 𝑢
=
,
𝐿
𝐿

where 𝑢 , 𝑢 are the nodal displacements along the beam axis.
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Shear strains, 𝛾, according to Timoshenko theory are computed as the difference between the nodal
rotation 𝜑 and the first derivative of vertical deflection, 𝑣, of the beam:
(2.2)

𝛾=𝜑−

d𝑣
.
d𝑥

In the paper, for comparison only, Bernoulli beams are also considered. Bernoulli’s hypothesis
assumes that the cross-section is perpendicular to the axis of the deformed beam, consequently, this
assumes that the shear strains, 𝛾, are equal to zero.
a)

b)

Fig. 1. Block diagrams of the computational algorithm of the proposed method: a) the overall finite element
method framework (𝑘 is the finite element method iteration number), and b) detailed framework of stiffness
reduction function (𝑙 is the iteration number of deriving neutral axis position)

The curvature, 𝜅, is derived from the beam deflection function 𝑣(𝑥), which is represented by a third
degree polynomial:
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𝑣(𝑥) = 𝐶 + 𝐶 𝑥 + 𝐶 𝑥 + 𝐶 𝑥 .

(2.3)

The constants of the polynomial are determined from the boundary conditions. Thus, let assume
that:

𝑥 = 0,

𝑣(0) = 𝑣 ,

𝑥 = 𝐿,

𝑣(𝐿) = 𝑣 ,

d𝑣(0)
=𝑣 ,
d𝑥
d𝑣(𝐿)
=𝑣 .
d𝑥

From above, we obtain the following:
𝐶 =𝑣 ,
𝐶 =𝑣 ,
3(𝑣 − 𝑣 ) + (2𝑣 + 𝑣 )𝐿
,
𝐿
2(𝑣 − 𝑣 ) + (𝑣 + 𝑣 )𝐿
.
𝐶 =
𝐿

𝐶 =−

Knowing the beam deflection function, 𝑣(𝑥), enables determining the curvature. In the case of
small displacements, the following simplification can be taken:

(2.4)

𝜅(𝑥) =

d 𝑣
.
d𝑥

Therefore, the curvature reduces to:

(2.5)

𝜅(𝑥) = −

2
[𝑣 𝐿(2𝐿 − 3𝑥) + 𝑣 𝐿(𝐿 − 3𝑥) + 3(𝑣 − 𝑣 )(𝐿 − 2𝑥)] .
𝐿

In the approach proposed here, the representative curvature is used, namely, a weighted mean
curvature, 𝜅̅ , computed in three Gauss points:

(2.6)

𝜅̅ = 𝐴 𝜅 + 𝐴 𝜅 + 𝐴 𝜅 ,
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where 𝐴 , 𝐴 , 𝐴 are weights, which takes the values: 𝐴 = 5/18, 𝐴 = 4/9 and 𝐴 = 5/18. The
curvatures 𝜅 , 𝜅 , 𝜅 are computed in the following Gaussian coordinates: 𝑥 = 1/9 𝐿, 𝑥 = 1/2 𝐿,
and 𝑥 = 8/9 𝐿.

2.2. Stiffness reduction
In Fig. 1, an overall algorithm of the method proposed here in the form of a block diagram is
presented. The method proposed, as an extension of the approach proposed by Szumigała [21], is
introduced in the following section. The extension is including the influence of shear strains on
a stiffness reduction. Similar to the original version of the method, here, the element cross-section is
also divided into thin horizontal layers, see Fig. 1b. The stiffness reduction may be now computed
from element deformations, namely 𝜀 , 𝛾, and 𝜅 − introduced in the previous subsection. For each
layer, a location, height, width and cross-sectional area of individual material are determined. This
is repeated for all layers and materials.
Next, see Fig. 1b, the reduced (effective) strains, 𝜀

, are computed by considering, both, the

normal and shear strains:

(2.7)

𝜀

= sign(𝜀 )

1
𝜀 −𝜀
2

+ 𝜀 −𝜀

+ (𝜀 − 𝜀 )

where: 𝜀 , 𝜀 and 𝜀 are normal strains and 𝛾 , 𝛾
stress, 𝜎

and 𝛾

+

1
𝛾
3

+𝛾

+𝛾

,

are shear strains. Later, the reduced

, in each layer is determined from the reduced strain based on 𝜎

vs. 𝜀

plot for a particular

material. If multi-material cross-section is considered, the computations are performed for each material.
In the next step, see Fig. 1b, the Young's modulus, 𝐸, is computed from the values of stresses and
strains by the following:

(2.8)

𝐸=

𝜎
𝜀

.

Further, the shear modulus for isotropic materials, 𝐺, can be computed from:

(2.9)

𝐺=

𝐸
,
2(1 + 𝜈)
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where 𝜈 is Poisson’s ratio. After determining the Young’s and shear modulus, it is possible to
compute the tensile and shear stiffnesses, 𝐵 and 𝐵 , respectively:

(2.10)

𝐵 =

𝐸 𝐴 ,

𝐵 =

𝐺 𝐴

/𝑘 ,

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are number of layers in the cross section and number of materials, respectively; 𝑛 and
𝑚 are the total number of layers and number of materials, respectively. 𝐴 is a cross-section area of
𝑖-th layer and 𝑗-th material, and 𝑘 is a shear correction factor for 𝑗-th material, which is computed
from:

(2.11)

𝑘 =

𝐴
𝐼

𝑆 (𝑧)
𝑑𝐴 ,
𝑏 (𝑧)

where 𝐼 is a moment of inertia about the horizontal axis of the cross-section, 𝑆 is a static moment
about the horizonal axis of the severed part, 𝐴 is a cross-section area and 𝑏 is a width of a layer.
A position of neutral axis in 𝑙-th iteration of computing 𝑦

(2.12)

𝑦

=

∑

∑

is obtained from:

𝐸 𝐴 𝑦
.
𝐸𝐴

Knowing the position of the neutral axis enables computing a moment of inertia of 𝑖-th layer, 𝐼 ;
then a bending stiffness, 𝐵 , may be determined according to the expression:

(2.13)

𝐵 =

𝐸 𝐼 .

In the original version of the method [21], a cross-section analysis is done prior to main
computations. The relationship 𝐵 − 𝜅 is created for assumed values of normal forces only.
Element stiffness values are then obtained by interpolating in-between values, is such case the
accuracy depends on a prior assumed mesh density. Therefore, another modification proposed in
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this paper is to analyse the cross-section during computations (within each iteration loop), what
allows to compute exact values and avoid the interpolation errors.

2.3. Materials
The proposed method allows to use a nonlinear constitutive law of any material. In the examples
analysed here, the nonlinear law describing the behaviour of concrete and steel were used. In Table
1, the engineering parameters of the materials used in the study are presented, where 𝑓

a medium value of a compressive strength of concrete, 𝑓

is

is a characteristic value of a tension

strength of concrete, 𝐺 is the fracture energy and 𝑓 is a yield strength of steel.
Table 1. Material parameters of concrete and steel used in the study.
𝐺

𝑓

[MPa]

[N/m]

[MPa]

48.0

2.5

120.0

−

−

−

−

235.0

𝐸

𝐺

𝜈

[GPa]

[GPa]

[−]

[MPa]

concrete

35.0

15.0

0.2

steel

210.0

81.0

0.3

Material

𝑓

𝑓

In Fig. 2, the nonlinear stress-strain relations for concrete and steel are presented. The reference FE
models used in the results section were computed in a commercial software of ABAQUS FEA [1].
In these examples, the steel was described by an elastic perfectly-plastic model:

𝜎

(2.14)

=

⎧𝐸 𝜀
⎪
⎨𝑓
⎪
⎩

,

for

ε

for

ε

𝑓
,
𝐸
𝑓
≥ ,
𝐸
<

where 𝐸 is the Young’s modulus of steel.
For concrete in compression, a nonlinear model presented in Eurocode 2 was used:

𝜎

(2.15)

where 𝜂 = 𝜀

/𝜀

=

and 𝑘 ∗ is computed as

𝑘∗𝜂 − 𝜂
𝑓
1 + (𝑘 + 2)𝜂

,
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(2.16)

where 𝐸 is
i the Younng’s moduluus of concreete and 𝜀

𝜀
𝑓
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,

is given in Eurocode 2 for a diffeerent gradess

of concretee.
In order too simulate behaviour of concrette in compression andd in tensionn, a concreete damagee
plasticity (CDP)
(
modeel with addiitional definnition of a frracture enerrgy was useed:

𝜎

(2.17)

= (1 − 𝑑∗ )𝜎 ,

where 𝜎 iss the effectiive stress and
a 𝑑 ∗ is a scalar degrradation parrameter. More formal details andd
practical numerical
n
ouutlines regaarding CDP
P model maay be foundd in the paaper of Jank
kowiak andd
Łodygowskki [9]. An iddentificationn proceduree of main co
oncrete paraameters for this constitu
utive modell
can be founnd in Gajew
wski and Gaarbowski [5]], alternativee models caan be characcterized usin
ng approachh
described in
i the paper of Gajewskki and Garboowski [6], Garbowski
G
e al. [7] or Z
et
Zirpoli et al.. [22].
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2. Connstitutive relations for a) concrete in compression
c
n, b) concretee in tension aand c) steel, which
w
were
ussed in the stu
udy

f the conccrete in CDP
P model aree specified in Table 2,,
The materiial parameters used in the study for
while propperties of thee steel are already
a
presented in Taable 1.
Table 2. Materiaal parameterss of concrete used in the reference
r
moodels
Elasticc

Concrrete Damage Plasticity

𝐸

𝜈

Dilation
Angle

Eccentricity
y

[
[GPa]

[−]

[°]

[−]

35.0

0.2

38

0

K

Viscosity
Param
meter

[−]

[−]

[−]]

1.16

0.667
7

1e–6

𝑓 /𝑓
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2.4. The
T analyysis of ben
nding, ten
nsile and shear
s
stifffness
Apart the possibility
p
o computinng the internnal forces of
of
o particularr beam struucture by using GNCL,,
it is also possible
p
to determine stiffness reduction
r
pllots for deffined cross-sections an
nd adoptedd
material models
m
priorr to FE com
mputations. The stiffneess reductioon for three examples of
o differentt
cross-sections is preseented here, namely, stteel IPE240
0, encased IPE240
I
andd encased IP
PE450 withh
a concrete slab.
In Fig. 3, the selectedd diagrams of bendingg, tensile an
nd shear stiiffnesses, 𝐵 , 𝐵 and 𝐵 , for thee
t internal forces are shown. IIn Fig. 3a, it may bee
IPE240 steeel cross-seection depeending on the
observed thhat the stiffn
fness 𝐵 is much
m
more sensitive to
o the changee of the bennding momeent, 𝑀, thann
to the channge of the normal
n
force, 𝑁. Fig. 3c
3 shows th
hat stiffness 𝐵 has com
mparable seensitivity too
the changee of the sheear force, 𝑉,
𝑉 and the bending
b
mo
oment. In all
a cases, thhe double sy
ymmetry iss
observed.
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3. Beending, tensiile and shearr stiffnesses, 𝐵 , 𝐵 and 𝐵 , for the IPE240 depennding respecctively on:
a bending moment
a)
m
and normal
n
force (𝑉 = 0), b) normal forcee and shear fforce (𝑀 = 0),
0
and c) bending mooment and sh
hear force (𝑁
𝑁 = 0)
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In Fig. 4, the diagram
ms of bendding, tensilee and shear stiffnessess, 𝐵 , 𝐵 annd 𝐵 , for the
t encasedd
wn. Here foor low valuues of inteernal forcess
IPE240 with respect to the internal forcees are show
b
mooment, 𝑀), the stiffneess decreasses more raapidly. Thiis effect iss
(especiallyy for the bending
observed because
b
of the particullar nonlineaar form of the constituutive law ddescribing th
he concretee
behaviour. The stiffneesses are syymmetrical with respecct to the beending mom
ment, 𝑀, an
nd the shearr
T is due to
t the symm
metry of thee cross-secttion. Stiffneess symmetrry is not present aboutt
force, 𝑉. This
the normall force axis, because the concrete has
h differen
nt compressiive and tenssile propertiies.
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4.
4 Bending, tensile
t
and shhear stiffnessses, 𝐵 , 𝐵 and
a 𝐵 , for the
t encased IIPE240 depeending
respectiveely on: a) beending momeent and norm
mal force (𝑉 = 0), b) norm
mal force andd shear forcee (𝑀 = 0),
and c) bending mooment and sh
hear force (𝑁
𝑁 = 0)

In Fig. 5, the diagram
ms of bendding, tensilee and shear stiffnessess, 𝐵 , 𝐵 annd 𝐵 , for the
t encasedd
The stiffnessses are nott
IPE450 wiith a concreete slab deppending onn the internaal forces arre shown. T
symmetrical about thee bending moment
m
axiss, due to thee asymmetrry of the crooss-section. Tension off
the upper layers
l
of thhe cross-secttion is represented by a positive value
v
of thee bending moment,
m
𝑀..
Notice thaat for the poositive valuues of the bending
b
mom
ment, the stiffnesses
s
aare higher than
t
for thee
negative vaalues.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. Beending, tensille and shear stiffnesses, 𝐵 , 𝐵 and 𝐵 , for the enncased IPE4550 with a con
ncrete slab
dependingg respectivelyy on: a) bendding momentt and normall force (𝑉 = 0), b) normaal force and shear
s
force
(𝑀 = 0), and
a c) bendinng moment and
a shear forrce (𝑁 = 0)

2.5. Reeference models
m
In order to
t verify thhe proposeed method, a few examples weere computeed via in-h
house codee
implementted in MA
ATLAB andd its results were co
ompared with
w
a FE commerciaal softwaree
(ABAQUS
S FEA [1]) results. In Model
M
1, a simply sup
pported beam
ms of IPE2240 steel meember weree
modelled as
a a wire strructures. Thhe beams were
w
1.2 m, 1.8
1 m and 2.4
2 m long aand divided
d into 5 mm
m
long elemeents, as a reesult of whiich 240, 3600 and 480 2-node
2
lineaar beam eleements (B21
1 accordingg
to [1]) werre obtained, respectivelly.
In Model 2,
2 the beam with a com
mposite crosss-section off encased IP
PE240 was modelled as
a 3D solidss
(concrete) with speciial techniquue of skinss (steel) av
vailable in a FE comm
mercial sofftware. Thee
concrete cross-section
c
n was diviided into 1920,
1
2208, and 28800 8-node bbrick elemeents (C3D88
according to [1]), andd the steel part
p into 8000, 920, an
nd 1200 4-nnode, quadrrilateral sheell elementss
with reducced integratiion (S4R acccording too [1]); the beams
b
of lenngths of 1.22 m, 1.8 m,, and 2.4 m
were analyysed, respecctively.
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The boundary conditions of simply supported beam were applied at the ends of the structures. In all
FE computations, the displacement control was used. The kinematically enforced displacement was
applied in the middle point of the beams.

3. Examples
3.1. Bernoulli vs. Timoshenko beam
In order to verify the effect of taking the shear into account on the beam displacement the
relations between results from Timoshenko and Bernoulli theories were compared. In Fig. 6, the
effect of the shear force included while computing vertical displacement of the beam is shown.
For this purpose, a simply-supported beam of a rectangular cross-section of 0.12 m was used, the
length of the beam was 2.4 m. The height of the beam varied from 0.12 m to 0.60 m to obtain its
different slenderness ratios (from 20 to 4). Both Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theories were
used for comparison. The Fig. 6 presents on the horizontal axis the beam slenderness ratios and
on the vertical axis the ratio of Timoshenko beam displacements (new approach) to Bernoulli
beam displacements (classic approach [21]) is shown. In results, as expected, the smaller the
slenderness ratio of the beam, the greater the influence of the shear force on the displacements.
For slenderness ratio of 20, the effect of the shear force is less than 1% and increases
hyperbolically to almost 10% for a slenderness ratio of 5.

Fig. 6. The effect of the shear force on the beam displacement.
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3.2. Prop
posed metthod: Tim
moshenko theory vss. Bernou
ulli theory
y
To demonsstrate the innfluence of the
t shear foorce on the behaviour of
o the structture, 1.2 m, 1.8 m, andd
2.4 m longg beams weere analyseed here, inccluding (witth Timosheenko theoryy) and exclu
uding (withh
Bernoulli theory) sheear effect in
i the GNC
CL model. All compuutations in this subseection weree
computed using
u
GNCL method and
a by usingg Model 1 (see Sectionn 2.5).
In Fig. 7,, the diagrrams of thee force in the mid-sp
pan of thee IPE240 bbeam with respect too
the displacement appliied are show
wn. The greeater the len
ngth of the beam
b
(moree slender strructure), thee
smaller thee difference between thhe forces obttained for th
he Bernoullli and Timosshenko theo
ories; this iss
due to loweer influencee of the sheaar force on thhe displacem
ments, see Fig.
F 6. In alll cases, as ex
xpected, thee
forces for the
t Bernoullli beam werre greater than those obttained for thhe Timoshennko beam.
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 7. Static equilibrium
m paths obtaained for the Bernoulli an
nd Timoshennko theories oof the IPE24
40 beams for
their lengths of a)) 1.2 m, b) 1.8 m, and c) 2.4 m

In Fig. 7a, force-displlacement cuurves for thee beam with
h the shorteest length arre shown. In
I this case,,
as expected, the differences betw
ween the cuurves obtain
ned by the Bernoulli
B
annd Timosheenko theoryy
are the greeatest. For thhe 1.8 m annd 2.4 m lonng beams, shown
s
in Fiig. 7b and F
Fig. 7c, the differencess
are smalleer because the influennce of thee shear forrce is smalller for thee beams with
w
greaterr
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slenderness ratio. Thee percentagee differencees between ultimate loaad decreasee with increasing beam
m
8 %, 6.4 % and 2.2%,, respectivelly.
length and are equal 8.7
In Fig. 8, the
t force-displacement diagrams in the mid-sspan of the encased IPE
E240 beam are shown..
As in thee previous example, the forces obtained by Bernouulli theory are greateer than forr
Timoshenkko theory. Fig.
F 8 show
ws that the shorter thee beam, thee greater thhe differences betweenn
values obtaained by thee two theoriies. The inffluence of th
he shear forrce on the looad capacity
y is smallerr
and equals 3.2 %, 1.5 % and 0.8 %,
% respectivvely.
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 8. Staatic equilibriuum paths obttained for thee Bernoulli and
a Timoshenko theories of the encassed IPE240
beams for their lengthss of a) 1.2 m, b) 1.8 m, annd c) 2.4 m

3.3. GNCL
G
meethod com
mpared to elasto-pllastic approach
To verify the
t new alggorithm, thee examples of a simply
y-supportedd beams usiing GNCL method aree
analysed and
a later com
mpared withh a referencce model (ccomputed with
w FE com
mmercial sofftware withh
elasto-plasstic approacch). The examples
e
w
with
different slendernness ratios are consid
dered here..
The cross-section of IPE240
I
wass used and the lengthss of 1.2 m, 1.8 m and 2.4 m werre assumed..
Displacem
ment control protocol was
w used annd the displaacement waas applied iin the mid-span of thee
beam. In Fig.
F 9, the foorce-displaccement diaggrams in the mid-span of
o the IPE2440 beam aree shown.
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a)

b)

c)

F 9. Force plots
Fig.
p
due to enforcing displacements in the middlle of the IPE
E240 beams for
f
their lengths of a)) 1.2 m, b) 1.8 m, and c) 2.4 m

In Fig. 9a, a small diffference bettween staticc equilibriu
um paths obbtained by thhe GNCL method
m
andd
m model iss shown. The
T
differeence in loaad capacityy is 6.2%. The staticc
using refeerence beam
equilibrium
m paths for beams of leengths of 1.8 m and 2..4 m almostt the same. The differeences in thee
load capacity are 1.2%
% and 1.8%,, respectively.
In Fig. 10, the force-ddisplacemennt diagrams in the mid-span of the encased IPE
E240 beam are shown..
Notice thatt, here, the reference
r
m
model,
a 3D solids FE analysis
a
wass used (Moddel 2, see Seection 2.5).
After plastticity was reached,
r
the static equuilibrium paths stabilized at a ceertain level. As in thee
example of the IPE2440 beam, it may be observed a greater difference for thee length of 1.2 m thann
for the lenngths of 1.8 and 2.4 m. The diffferences in
n load capaacity are 8.1%, 4.2% and 3.9%,,
respectivelly.
The resultss obtained by
b the methhod proposeed and FE commerciall software aare in good
d agreementt
(see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10).
1 Also, the
t classic and
a proposeed GNCL approach,
a
hhowever, fo
or Bernoullii
theory onlly, were coompared (nnot includedd here); th
he mean errror betweenn forces ob
btained forr
encased IP
PE 240 was equal to 1.66%, 2.4% annd 2.5%.
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b)

a)

c)

Fig. 100. Force plotts due to enfoorcing displaacements in the
t middle off the encasedd IPE240 beaams for
their lengths of a)) 1.2 m, b) 1.8 m, and c) 2.4 m

Compared to the com
mplex 3D model, compuutations forr the method proposedd are perform
med for thee
w much leess degrees of freedom then in Mo
odel 2. This reduces thee computatiional time –
Model 1 with
for encasedd IPE240 beeams for theeir length of 1.2 m, 1.8
8 m and 2.4 m, the com
mputational time
t
for thee
3D model was 433 s, 286 s and 291 s, andd for the mo
odel using the
t GNCL m
method 60 s, 70 s andd
4 and 4.0 times shorteer computattional time. This resultt
72 s on thee same compputer. This gives 7.2, 4.1
is one the main advaantage of thhe method proposed, the
t advanceed nonlineaar material model wass
included, but
b the compputational time
t
was very low.
Moreover, structural modelling is easier because
b
it does
d
not reequire modeelling expeerience, norr
expertise knowledge
of advancee techniquess of the fin
k
nite elemennt method, w
which would allow too
simulate thhe structuree with compplex materiaals or geom
metry. In parrticular, thee proposed method
m
cann
be used inn beam andd truss strucctures, suchh approach eliminates the need tto model 3D
D elementss
taking intoo account the
t contact in cross-seections com
mposed of several maaterials with
h nonlinearr
constitutive laws. Thee method seeems to havve many pro
omising appplications inn civil engin
neering andd
mechanics, for instannce in modeelling strucctures with shear connnectors, muulti-layers or sandwichh
panels.
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4. Conclusions
In the paper, the method of generalized nonlinear constitutive law (GNCL) together with FE
formulation including shear theory in beams was presented. It enables computing the shear strains
and take them into account in the element stiffness reduction. The GNCL method derived here
enables a nonlinear description of materials used, i.e. concrete and steel. The stiffness of various
cross sections depending on internal forces was shown. In the presented examples, the beam
structures with a different length to height ratios were analysed. Performed computations for
various beam slenderness ratios with Timoshenko beam theory showed expected influence of the
shear force on the structure behaviour (deflections).
The method proposed allows an easy consideration of material nonlinearities in the beam/frame
models. By applying a GNCL model, computations can be performed for complex cross-section
composed of several materials with different physical properties. This may be obtained not only for
slender structures, but also in cases of short beams, in which the shear effects are crucial.
The GNCL provides the simple homogenization of the complex cross-section which then enables
the iterative stiffness reduction based on the internal forces or deformations. The static equilibrium
path in a nonlinear form can be easily computed with this approach. Main advantage of the method
is that there is no need to build a full 3D model with elasto-plastic constitutive models and iterative
solvers. This makes the modelling of the structure easy; one does not require a knowledge and
experience in FE method. Also, compared to commercial software, the method gives good results
and the computational time is several times shorter, due to small number of degrees of freedom,
while comparing with 3D models.
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Zastosowanie uogólnionego nieliniowego prawa konstytutywnego dla płaskich konstrukcji
belkowych podatnych na ścinanie
Słowa kluczowe: uogólnione nieliniowe prawo konstytutywne, analiza elementu skończonego, nieliniowości
materiałowe, konstrukcje zespolone, belkowy element Timoshenki

Streszczenie:
W artykule przedstawiono zmodyfikowaną metodę elementów skończonych do nieliniowej analizy płaskich konstrukcji
belkowych. Aby wziąć pod uwagę wpływ podatności na ścinanie, zastosowano belkowy element Timoshenki.
Zaproponowany algorytm umożliwia stosowanie złożonych praw materiałowych bez konieczności implementacji
zaawansowanych modeli konstytutywnych w procedurach elementów skończonych. Metoda jest łatwa do wdrożenia
w powszechnie dostępnym oprogramowaniu CAE do liniowej analizy konstrukcji belkowych. Pozwala to na
rozszerzenie funkcjonalności tych programów o nieliniowości materiałowe. Wykorzystując odkształcenia konstrukcji,
obliczone z przemieszczeń węzłów oraz przedstawione tutaj uogólnione nieliniowe prawo konstytutywne, możliwe jest
iteracyjne zmniejszanie sztywności konstrukcji na zginanie, ściskanie/rozciąganie i ścinanie. Stosując model belkowy
z przekrojem wielowarstwowym oraz uogólnionymi odkształceniami i naprężeniami w celu uzyskania
reprezentatywnego prawa konstytutywnego, łatwo jest modelować nie tylko złożone przekroje wielomateriałowe, ale
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także zaawansowane nieliniowe prawa konstytutywne (np. osłabienie materiału przy rozciąganiu). Zaproponowana
metoda została zaimplementowana w środowisku MATLAB, a jej działanie pokazano na kilku przykładach
numerycznych. Przeanalizowano przekroje dwuteownika stalowego oraz dwuteownika stalowego obetonowanego dla
różnych wartości smukłości. Aby zweryfikować dokładność obliczeń, wyniki porównano z wartościami otrzymanymi
z komercyjnego oprogramowania CAE. Porównanie pokazało dobrą korelację między modelem referencyjnym
a proponowaną metodą.
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